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“The many faces of neutron stars” ...

phase transition = transition from a vase to a face

face diagram

“holy grail”



Support a CEP in QCD phase diagram with Astrophysics?

Crossover at finite T (Lattice QCD) + First order at zero T (Astrophysics) = Critical endpoint exists!



Goal: Measure the cold EoS !

Plots: M. Prakash, Talk Hirschegg 2009

Direct approach:

EoS is given as P(ρ)
→ solve the TOV Equation
    to find M(R)

Idea: Invert the approach

Given M(R) → find the EoS

Bayesian analysis



Measure masses and radii of CS!



Measure masses and radii of CS!

... unless the latter sources emit X-rays from “hot spots” → lower limit on R



The lesson learned from RX J1856

X-ray emitting region is a “hot spot”, J. Trumper et al., Nucl. Phys. Proc. Suppl. 132 (2004) 560



Which constraints can be trusted ?

1 – Largest mass J1614 – 2230 (Demorest et al. 2010)
2 – Maximum gravity XTE 1814 – 338 (Bhattacharyya et al. (2005)
3 – Minimum radius RXJ 1856 – 3754 (Trumper et al. 2004)
4 – Radius, 90% confidence limits LMXB X7 in 47 Tuc (Heinke et al. 2006)
5 – Largest spin frequency J1748 – 2446 (Hessels et al. 2006)



 Which constraints can be trusted ?
Nearest millisecond pulsar PSR J0437 – 4715 revisited by XMM Newton
Distance: d = 156.3 +/- 1.3 pc
Period: P= 5.76 ms, dot P = 10^-20 s/s, field strength B = 3x10^8 G

Three thermal component fit
R > 11.1 km (at 3 sigma level)
M = 1.76 M_sun

S. Bogdanov, arxiv:1211.6113 (2012)













Hyperon puzzle & quark matter

Mass-radius sequences for different model equations of state (EoS) illustrate how the three 
major problems in the theory of exotic matter in compact stars (left panel) can be solved 
(right panel) by taking into account the baryon size effect within a excluded volume 
approximation (EVA). Due to the EVA both, the nucleonic (N-EVA) and hyperonic (B-EVA) 
EoS get sufficiently stiffened to describe high-mass pulsars so that the hyperon puzzle gets 
solved which implies a removal of the reconfinement problem. Since the EVA does not apply 
to the quark matter EoS it shall be always sufficiently different from the hadronic one so that 
the masquerade problem is solved.  



2. Microphysical approach to strong 1st order PT



2. Story “Three-window picture of dense matter” 
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2. Story “Three-window picture of dense matter” 



1212.6803v1.pd
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Pressure vs. chem. Potential for H-EoS, Q-EoS and hybrid EoS with “Crossover”

PROBLEM:
The interpolation in
P(ρ) is not a 
“crossover”, since
thermodynamic 
consistency requires
a shift Δε which 
isolates the resulting 
hybrid EoS (green)
from the hadronic 
(magenta) and quark
(blue) asymptotes. 

Figure prepared with data from arxiv:1212.6803v1



Traditional: Pressure vs. chem. Potential for H-EoS, Q-EoS and hybrid EoS



Traditional: Pressure vs. chem. Potential for H-EoS, Q-EoS and hybrid EoS





Global charge conservation



Gibbs Phase transition → Mixed phase, Softening the EoS;  Quark Phase: stiff 



2nd attempt: interpolation between energy densities ε(ρ) 

Masuda, Hatsuda, Takatsuka, PTP 073D01 (2013); [arxiv:1212.6803v2] 



2nd attempt: interpolation between energy densities ε(ρ) 

NOTE: After a strong stiffening one observes the “dip” in the speed of sound 
which is typical for a phase transition and corresponds to the “plateau” in P(ρ) 



2nd attempt: interpolation between energy densities ε(ρ) 

NOTE: This interpolation procedure in ε(ρ) is not only thermodynamically consistent, 
but also a true interpolation, as can be seen from P(μ) or its inversion μ(P). 
Courtesy: Matthias Hempel, using data from arxiv:1212.6803v2
For hybrid star EoS with interpolation in P(μ), see arxiv:1302.6275; arxiv:1310.3803



2nd attempt: interpolation between energy densities ε(ρ) 

Attention: 
Results with interpolation between energy densitiesε(ρ) are different from those with 
interpolation in pressures P(ρ)
Which one is correct? ... 



2. Microphysical approach to strong 1st order PT



2. Another “three-window picture of dense matter”
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2. Another “three-window picture of dense matter”

Toru Kojo,
EPJA 52,
51 (2016)



2.1. Pauli blocking among baryons

a) Low density: Fermi gas of nucleons (baryons)

b) ~ saturation: Quark exchange interaction and 
    Pauli blocking among nucleons (baryons)

c) high density: Quark cluster matter (string-flip   
    model ...)

Roepke & Schulz, Z. Phys. C 35, 379 (1987); Roepke, DB, Schulz, PRD 34, 3499 (1986) 

One-quark exchange Two-quark exchange

Free quark 
in medium

Nucleons (baryons) in medium Nucleon (baryon) self-energy --> Energy shift





2.1. Pauli blocking among baryons – details

New aspect: chiral restoration --> dropping quark mass

Increased baryon swelling at supersaturation densities: 
--> dramatic enhancement of the Pauli repulsion !! 

D.B., H. Grigorian, G. Roepke: “Quark exchange effects in dense nuclear matter”, STSM 2014



2.2. Pauli blocking among baryons – results

New EoS: Joining RMF (Linear Walecka) for 
pointlike baryons with chiral Pauli blocking 



2.2. Pauli blocking among baryons – results



2.3. Pauli blocking among baryons – Summary

Pauli blocking selfenergy (cluster meanfield) calculable in potential models for baryon structure

Partial replacement of other short-range repulsion mechanisms (vector meson exchange)

Modern aspects: 
- onset of chiral symmetry restoration enhances nucleon swelling and Pauli blocking at high n
- quark exchange among baryons -> six-quark wavefunction -> “bag melting” -> deconfinement 

Chiral stiffening of nuclear matter --> reduces onset density for deconfinement 

Hybrid EoS: 
Convenient generalization of RMF models, 
Take care: eventually aspects of quark exchange already in density dependent vertices! 

Other baryons: 
- hyperons
- deltas
Again calculable, partially done in nonrelativistic quark exchange models, chiral effects not yet!

Relativistic generalization:
Box diagrams of quark-diquark model ... 

K. Maeda, Ann. Phys. 326 (2011) 1032



2.4. Pauli blocking effect → Excluded volume 
Well known from  modeling dissociation of clusters in the supernova EoS:

- excluded volume: Lattimer-Swesty (1991), Shen-Toki-Oyematsu-Sumiyoshi (1996), ...
- Pauli blocking: Roepke-Grigo-Sumiyoshi-Shen (2003), Typel et al. PRC 81 (2010)
- excl. Vol. vs. Pauli blocking: Hempel, Schaffner-Bielich, Typel, Roepke PRC 84 (2011)

Here: nucleons as quark clusters with finite size --> excluded volume effect !

Available volume fraction: 

Equations of state for T=0 nuclear matter: 

Effective mass:

Scalar meanfield:   S
i
 ~ n

i
(s)

Vector meanfield:   V
i
 ~ n

i



Meanfield approximation:

Thermodynamic Potential:

2.5. Stiff quark matter at high densities
S. Benic, Eur. Phys. J. A 50, 111 (2014)



Result: high-mass twins ↔ 1st order PT

Hybrid EoS supports M-R sequences with high-mass twin compact stars

S. Benic, D. Blaschke, D. Alvarez-Castillo, T. Fischer, S. Typel, arxiv:1411.2856



2.5. Stiff quark matter at high densities

Here: Stiffening of dense hadronic matter by excluded volume in density-dependent RMF 

S. Benic, D.B., D. Alvarez-Castillo, T. Fischer, S. Typel, A&A 577, A40 (2015)   -  STSM 2014



2.5. Stiff quark matter at high densities

Estimate effects of structures in the phase transition region (“pasta”)

High-mass Twins relatively robust against “smoothing” the Maxwell transition construction

D. Alvarez-Castillo, D.B., arxiv:1412.8463; Phys. Part. Nucl. 46 (2015) 846 



2.6. Rotation

M. Bejger, D.B. et al., arxiv:1608.07049  

- existence of 2 M_sun pulsars and 
  possibility of high-mass twins raises 
  question for their inner structure: 
  (Q)uark or (N)ucleon core ??
  --> degenerate solutions
  --> transition from N to Q branch

- PSR J1614-2230 is millisecond pulsar,
  period P = 3.41 ms, consider rotation !

- transitions N --> Q must be considered 
  for rotating configurations:
  --> how fast can they be?

(angular momentum J and baryon mass 
should be conserved simultaneously)

- similar scenario as fast radio bursts
  (Falcke-Rezzolla, 2013) or braking index
  (Glendenning-Pei-Weber, 1997) 



2.6. Rotation and stability



2.6. Rotation - summary



3. New Bayesian Analysis scheme



Measure the cold EoS by Bayesian TOV!

Bayesian TOV analysis:
Steiner, Lattimer, Brown, ApJ 722 (2010) 33

Caution:
If optical spectra are not measured, the observed
X-ray spectrum may not come from the entire surface
But from a hot spot at the magnetic pole!
J. Trumper, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 66 (2011) 674

Such systematic errors are not accounted for in
Steiner et al. → M(R) is a lower limit → softer EoS



Which constraints require caution ?

“Ruled out models” - too strong a conclusion!
M(R) constraint is a lower limit, which is itself included in that
from RX J1856, which is one of the best known sources.

A. Steiner, J. Lattimer, E. Brown, ApJ Lett. 765 (2013) L5



Disjunct M-R constraints for Bayesian analysis !

Alvarez, Ayriyan, Blaschke, Grigorian, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. (2014)



3.1. Equation of state 



1. Equation of state <--> M-R relation 

- crosses: violation of causality!

- consider phase transition to quark matter!



3.1. Equation of state <--> M-R relation 

--> Phase transition removes problem with causality ...

--> Example: See Alvarez, Kaltenborn, Blaschke [arxiv:1511.05873] (magenta line) 



3.1. Equation of state 
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3.1. Equation of state 



3.1. Equation of state <--> M-R relation 



3.2. New Bayesian analysis scheme 



D. Alvarez-Castillo, A. Ayriyan, D. Blaschke, H. Grigorian, arXiv:1511.05880

3.2. New Bayesian analysis scheme 



Phase transition? Measure different radii at 2Mo !

Alvarez, Ayriyan, Blaschke, Grigorian, Sokolowski, PHPN 46(5) 854 (2014)



D. Alvarez-Castillo, A. Ayriyan, D. Blaschke, H. Grigorian, arXiv:1511.05880

3.2. New Bayesian analysis scheme 



3.3. Outlook 

- hadronic EoS too stiff:
   - tension with Danielewicz' flow constraint
   - violates Podsiadlowski's M-M

B
 relation 

- DD2 --> DD2F_ev – Stefan Typel



3.3. Outlook: Extended Bayesian analysis scheme

EoS extension: (DD2 + DD2F) x (E_s^m + E_s + E_s^p) 
                         = DD2m + DD2 + DD2p + DD2Fm + DD2F + DD2Fp 



3.3. Outlook: Extended Bayesian analysis scheme

Hadronic EoS classes
(varying v_ex):

   DD2m 
+ DD2 
+ DD2p 
+ DD2Fm 
+ DD2F 
+ DD2Fp 

Quark matter EoS
(varying eta_4): 

hNJL

D. Alvarez-Castillo et al.,
Eur. Phys. J. A52, 69 (2016)



Perspectives for new Instruments?







4. Compact Star Matter in Heavy-Ion Collisions?



NICA White Paper – selected topics ...
Many cross-relations with astrophysics of compact stars! High-mass twin stars prove CEP !

#22

Universal transition pressure ?

Petran & Rafelski, PRC 88, 021901

P
trans

 = 82 +/- 8 MeV/fm3 

Endpoint of hadronic
Neutron star config.
At 2Msun, then strong
Phase transition

Strong phase trans.

High-mass twin stars



4. Compact Star Matter in Heavy-Ion Collisions?

… to be continued in the upcoming lectures !
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